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The Vampire That Is Walmart
(posted by Steven W. Baker / SteveB, Nov. 23, 2012)
Something to think about this year as you shop, shop, shop… Aren’t store workers worth a living wage? What is the
true definition of slavery?
“Why You Shouldn’t Shop at Walmart on Black Friday” by Robert Reich, TruthDig
Nov. 21, 2012, (http://www.truthdig.com/report/item/why_you_shouldnt_shop_at_walmart_on_friday_20121121/)

A half century ago America’s largest private-sector employer was General Motors, whose full-time workers earned
an average hourly wage of around $50, in today’s dollars, including health and pension benefits.

Today, America’s largest employer is Walmart, whose average employee earns $8.81 an hour. A third of Walmart’s
employees work less than 28 hours per week and don’t qualify for benefits.
There are many reasons for the difference – including globalization and technological changes that have shrunk
employment in American manufacturing while enlarging it in sectors involving personal services, such as retail.
But one reason, closely related to this seismic shift, is the decline of labor unions in the United States. In the 1950s,
over a third of private-sector workers belonged to a union. Today fewer than 7 percent do. As a result, the typical
American worker no longer has the bargaining clout to get a sizeable share of corporate profits.
At the peak of its power and influence in the 1950s, the United Auto Workers could claim a significant portion of
GM’s earnings for its members.
Walmart’s employees, by contrast, have no union to represent them. So they’ve had no means of getting much of
the corporation’s earnings.
Walmart earned $16 billion last year (it just reported a 9 percent increase in earnings in the third quarter of 2012,
to $3.6 billion), the lion’s share of which went instead to Walmart’s shareholders — including the family of its
founder, Sam Walton, who earned on their Walmart stock more than the combined earnings of the bottom 40
percent of American workers.
Is this about to change? Despite decades of failed unionization attempts, Walmart workers are planning to strike or
conduct some other form of protest outside at least 1,000 locations across the United States this Friday – so-called
“Black Friday,” the biggest shopping day in America when the Christmas holiday buying season begins.
At the very least, the action gives Walmart employees a chance to air their grievances in public – not only lousy
wages (as low at $8 an hour) but also unsafe and unsanitary working conditions, excessive hours, and sexual
harassment. The result is bad publicity for the company exactly when it wants the public to think of it as Santa
Claus. And the threatened strike, the first in 50 years, is gaining steam.
The company is fighting back. It has filed a complaint with the National Labor Relations Board to preemptively ban
the Black Friday strikes. The complaint alleges that the pickets are illegal “representational” picketing designed to
win recognition for the United Food & Commercial Workers (UFCW) union. Walmart’s workers say they’re protesting
unfair labor practices rather than acting on behalf of the UFCW. If a court sides with Walmart, it could possibly
issue an injunction blocking Black Friday’s pickets.
What happens at Walmart will have consequences extending far beyond the company. Other big box retailers are
watching carefully. Walmart is their major competitor. Its pay scale and working conditions set the standard.
More broadly, the widening inequality reflected in the gap between the pay of Walmart workers and the returns to
Walmart investors, including the Walton family, haunts the American economy.
Consumer spending is 70 percent of economic activity, but consumers are also workers. And as income and wealth
continue to concentrate at the top, and the median wage continues to drop – it’s now 8 percent lower than it was in
2000 – a growing portion of the American workforce lacks the purchasing power to get the economy back to speed.
Without a vibrant and growing middle class, Walmart itself won’t have the customers it needs.
Most new jobs in America are in personal services like retail, with low pay and bad hours. According to the Bureau
of Labor and Statistics, the average full-time retail worker earns between $18,000 and $21,000 per year.
But if retail workers got a raise, would consumers have to pay higher prices to make up for it? A new study by the
think tank Demos reports that raising the salary of all full-time workers at large retailers to $25,000 per year would
lift more than 700,000 people out of poverty, at a cost of only a 1 percent price increase for customers.
And, in the end, retailers would benefit. According to the study, the cost of the wage increases to major retailers
would be $20.8 billion — about one percent of the sector’s $2.17 trillion in total annual sales. But the study also

estimates the increased purchasing power of lower-wage workers as a result of the pay raises would generate $4
billion to $5 billion in additional retail sales.
This seems like a good deal all around.
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Cartoon: Global Warming

Video: My Life as a Turkey

I have never seen a better nature film, and considering the holiday....Online are interview questions, too, when I
googled turkeys on Nature...ENJOY

Video: My Life as a Turkey airs Nov. 21, 2012 at 8/7c on PBS (check local listings).
Watch a preview of the PBS Nature film My Life as a Turkey: http://www.pbs.org/wnet/nature/episodes/my-life-asa-turkey/introduction/7268/.
“Had I known what was in store—the difficult nature of the study and the time I was about to invest—I
would have been hard pressed to justify such an intense involvement. But, fortunately, I naively allowed
myself to blunder into a two-year commitment that was at once exhausting, often overwhelming,
enlightening, and one of the most inspiring and satisfying experiences of my life.” —Joe Hutto, Illumination

in the Flatwoods

After a local farmer left a bowl of eggs on Joe Hutto’s front porch, his life was forever changed. Hutto, possessing a
broad background in the natural sciences and an interest in imprinting young animals, incubated the eggs and
waited for them to hatch. As the chicks emerged from their shells, they locked eyes with an unusual but dedicated
mother.
Deep in the wilds of Florida’s Flatlands, Hutto spent each day living as a turkey mother, taking on the full-time job
of raising sixteen turkey chicks. Hutto dutifully cared for his family around the clock, roosting with them, taking
them foraging, and immersing himself in their world. In the process, they revealed their charming curiosity and
surprising intellect. There was little he could teach them that they did not already know, but he showed them the
lay of the land and protected them from the dangers of the forest as best he could. In return, they taught him how
to see the world through their eyes.
Based on his true story, My Life as a Turkey chronicles Hutto’s remarkable and moving experience of raising a group
of wild turkey hatchlings to adulthood. My Life as a Turkey premiered Wednesday, November 16, 2011.
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“How Fox News Is Destroying the GOP”

Let them be together forever…
Destruction could be contagious. If so....Pffft, the problem is solved!
“How Fox News Is Destroying the GOP” by Eric Boehlert, AlterNet
Nov. 21, 2012, (http://www.alternet.org/how-fox-news-destroying-gop)
(An unhealthy relationship explains why Republicans are in trouble.)
Poor Mitt Romney has become a Republican punching bag as leaders within the party denounce his post-election
comments about how President Obama won re-election by promising government-funded "gifts" to minority groups
and young voters. As Republicans jab Romney though, they're missing the larger, more pressing point: They don't
have a Mitt Romney problem. They have a Fox News problem.
Romney's "gifts" put-down echoed the infamous claim Romney made during the campaign that 47 percent of
Americans see themselves as "victims" and are overly dependent on the government. With the campaign concluded,
lots of fellow Republicans now feel free to bash Romney:
• "It's nuts," said former House Speaker Newt Gingrich.
• "I absolutely reject what he said," announced Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal.
• "When you're in a hole, stop digging. He keeps digging," complained Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC).

Though prominent conservatives are now lashing out at the former presidential candidate, the truth is Fox News
has loudly championed the divisive philosophy behind Romney's "47 percent" and "gifts" comments for months and
practically authored them for the Republican candidate. Last week Fox talkers cheeredRomney's "gifts" post-election
critique, treating it as a universal truth. (According to Fox Business host Stuart Varney, Obama was "buying votes
with taxpayer money. Handouts all over the place.")
And it's not just a Fox News problem. Republicans have an even more expansive right-wing media problem
(television, radio, Internet, etc.), which now doubles as the face and voice of the GOP and which celebratesthe kind
of toxic "47 percent" and "gifts" rhetoric that's being condemned within the party. The far-right press is convinced
Obama won re-election by "offering" voters a "check" in exchange for their support.
As Media Matters noted:
Fox host Bill O'Reilly said that voters feel economic anxiety and just "want stuff," while Fox host Eric Bolling
said Obama is a "maker versus taker guy." Fox contributor Monica Crowley said that the election showed
that "more people now are dependent on government than not." Rush Limbaugh compared the president to
Santa Claus, saying that "small things beat big things" in the election and "people are not going to vote
against Santa Claus."
In fact, O'Reilly and Limbaugh rushed to take credit for Romney's "gifts" comments last week, since both of them
had been pushing the "maker vs. taker" narrative in the wake of Romney's election loss.
The split over Romney's "gifts" remark highlights the larger divide within the conservative movement between two
distinct camps: activists and politicians who want to get more Republicans elected vs. right-wing media players who
want to grow their audience.
Note that after the Republican flop on Election Day, talk radio's Laura Ingraham dismissed conservative handwringers who worried about the political future by stressing that "talk radio continues to thrive while moderate
Republicans like John McCain and to some extent Mitt Romney continue to lose presidential elections." That's how
hosts like Ingraham view the political landscape. That's how they determine success and failure, not by tallying the
wins and losses posted by Republicans candidates, but by counting up the number of radio stations that carry their
syndicated show.
The same is true with Daily Caller editor Tucker Carlson. Asked why the conservative media completely failed in
their attempt to "vet" Obama, who easily won re-election despite four years of hysterical, far-right claims about
him, Carlson told BuzzFeed his publication's work had been a success because traffic to the site was up. (Carlson
also blamed the "legacy media" for being hostile to his site's supposed "journalism.")
I'm sure that's comforting news to RNC leadership. And I'm sure the Daily Caller chasing inane, anti-Obama
conspiracy theories for the next four years will put the Republican Party on firm footing for 2016.
For now, it's easy to blame Romney. That's what losing parties often do after an election, they pile-on the
vanquished candidate. The part that would take some guts and fortitude would be calling out the right-wing media
that are generating the type of hate rhetoric that Romney embraced and routinely used during the campaign.
Republicans won't because they're intimidated by the right-wing media's power. That's why New Jersey Governor
Chris Christie quickly got on the phone with Fox News owner Rupert Murdoch after Murdochtweeted that Christie, in
the wake of Hurricane Sandy and his bipartisan appearances with Obama, needed to re-endorse Romney or "take
the blame" for the president's re-election.
Murdoch: Jump! Republicans: How high?
That unhealthy relationship is the reason why, when it comes to the simple question of whether America is divided
between "makers and takers," and if the 62 million Americans who voted for Obama represent a decaying nation of
moochers in search of handouts, there's a wide gulf within the conservative movement. The right-wing media

consider the claim to be a central tenet, while Republican leaders think saying it out loud is completely batty and a
prescription for an electoral losing streak.
So yes, those are conspicuous handcuffs the GOP is wearing: Fox News has hijacked the party's communications
apparatus and is pushing the type of paranoid, blame-the-voter rhetoric that loses elections, and the type of
rhetoric Romney's now being blamed for. But the GOP can't turn it off. In fact, most Republicans can't even work up
enough courage to ask Fox News to turn down the volume.
Unwilling to acknowledge the GOP's future poses a long-term media problem (the topic is not to be discussed),
Republicans pretend they have a short-term Romney one.
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Re: “How Fox News Is Destroying the GOP” (reply to SteveG, above)

Bill

Re: “How Fox News Is Destroying the GOP” (reply to Art & SteveG, above)

Good article. Thanks.
20121122-08
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Amen, Art.
Great article, although I don’t know if we can let Romney off so easily.
20121122-04
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“A Thanksgiving Day Note” (from Michael Moore)

“A Thanksgiving Day Note” by Michael Moore, Here Comes Trouble
Nov. 22, 2012, (http://www.michaelmoore.com/words/mike-friends-blog/thanksgiving-day-note)
As tough as times still are, I hope you can join me today in giving thanks that our country seems to have turned a
corner – away from politicians who win with hate and fear, and toward a future where we can be the best of who
we are. It's a good day to heed the wise words of Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1933 on his first Thanksgiving in office:
May we ask guidance in more surely learning the ancient truth that greed and selfishness and striving for
undue riches can never bring lasting happiness or good to the individual or to his neighbors. May we be
grateful for the passing of dark days … for the brighter day to which we can win through by seeking the
help of God in a more unselfish striving for the common bettering of mankind.
Since then it's always been two steps forward and one step back … or sometimes it's felt like 200 steps forward and
199 steps back. But today I'm thankful we're moving in the right direction and picking up speed.
(Also, I'm not saying there's a connection, but in 1934, just one year after FDR spoke of the "common bettering of
mankind," the Lions moved from Portsmouth, Ohio to Detroit and established the Thanksgiving Day Classic so that
on this special day, before we sit down with loved ones to give thanks, we get to watch the Lions lose. Pass the
turkey!)
P.S. If you can, please support the amazing efforts of #OccupySandy to help people on the East Coast still
struggling this Thanksgiving to recover from last month's terrible hurricane.
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“Big Sugar's Sweet Little Lies”

“Big Sugar's Sweet Little Lies” by Gary Taubes and Cristin Kearns Couzens, Mother Jones

Nov./Dec. 2012 Issue (http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2012/10/sugar-industry-lies-campaign)
(How the industry kept scientists from asking: Does sugar kill?)

On a brisk spring Tuesday in 1976, a pair of executives from the Sugar Association stepped up to the podium of a
Chicago ballroom to accept the Oscar of the public relations world, the Silver Anvil award for excellence in "the
forging of public opinion." The trade group had recently pulled off one of the greatest turnarounds in PR history. For
nearly a decade, the sugar industry had been buffeted by crisis after crisis as the media and the public soured on
sugar and scientists began to view it as a likely cause of obesity, diabetes, and heart disease. Industry ads claiming
that eating sugar helped you lose weight had been called out by the Federal Trade Commission, and the Food and
Drug Administration had launched a review of whether sugar was even safe to eat. Consumption had declined 12
percent in just two years, and producers could see where that trend might lead. As John "JW" Tatem Jr. and Jack
O'Connell Jr., the Sugar Association's president and director of public relations, posed that day with their trophies,
their smiles only hinted at the coup they'd just pulled off.
Their winning campaign, crafted with the help of the prestigious public relations firm Carl Byoir & Associates, had
been prompted by a poll showing that consumers had come to see sugar as fattening, and that most doctors
suspected it might exacerbate, if not cause, heart disease and diabetes. With an initial annual budget of nearly
$800,000 ($3.4 million today) collected from the makers of Dixie Crystals, Domino, C&H, Great Western, and other
sugar brands, the association recruited a stable of medical and nutritional professionals to allay the public's fears,
brought snack and beverage companies into the fold, and bankrolled scientific papers that contributed to a "highly
supportive" FDA ruling, which, the Silver Anvil application boasted, made it "unlikely that sugar will be subject to
legislative restriction in coming years."
The story of sugar, as Tatem told it, was one of a harmless product under attack by "opportunists dedicated to
exploiting the consuming public." Over the subsequent decades, it would be transformed from what the New York
Times in 1977 had deemed "a villain in disguise" into a nutrient so seemingly innocuous that even the American
Heart Association and the American Diabetes Association approved it as part of a healthy diet. Research on the
suspected links between sugar and chronic disease largely ground to a halt by the late 1980s, and scientists came
to view such pursuits as a career dead end. So effective were the Sugar Association's efforts that, to this day, no
consensus exists about sugar's potential dangers. The industry's PR campaign corresponded roughly with a

significant rise in Americans' consumption of "caloric sweeteners," including table sugar (sucrose) and high-fructose
corn syrup (HFCS). This increase was accompanied, in turn, by a surge in the chronic diseases increasingly linked to
sugar. Since 1970, obesity rates in the United States have more than doubled, while the incidence of diabetes has
more than tripled. (The chart below uses sugar "availability" numbers rather than the USDA's speculative new
consumption figures.)

Precisely how did the sugar industry engineer its turnaround? The answer is found in more than 1,500 pages of
internal memos, letters, and company board reports we discovered buried in the archives of now-defunct sugar
companies as well as in the recently released papers of deceased researchers and consultants who played key roles
in the industry's strategy. They show how Big Sugar used Big Tobacco-style tactics to ensure that government
agencies would dismiss troubling health claims against their products. Compared to the tobacco companies, which
knew for a fact that their wares were deadly and spent billions of dollars trying to cover up that reality, the sugar
industry had a relatively easy task. With the jury still out on sugar's health effects, producers simply needed to
make sure that the uncertainty lingered. But the goal was the same: to safeguard sales by creating a body of
evidence companies could deploy to counter any unfavorable research.
This decades-long effort to stack the scientific deck is why, today, the USDA's dietary guidelines only speak of sugar
in vague generalities. ("Reduce the intake of calories from solid fats and added sugars.") It's why the FDA insists
that sugar is "generally recognized as safe" despite considerable evidence suggesting otherwise. It's why some
scientists' urgent calls for regulation of sugary products have been dead on arrival, and it's why—absent any federal
leadership—New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg felt compelled to propose a ban on oversized sugary drinks
that passed in September.
In fact, a growing body of research suggests that sugar and its nearly chemically identical cousin, HFCS, may very
well cause diseases that kill hundreds of thousands of Americans every year, and that these chronic conditions
would be far less prevalent if we significantly dialed back our consumption of added sugars. Robert Lustig, a leading
authority on pediatric obesity at the University of California-San Francisco (whose arguments Gary explored in a

2011 New York Times Magazine cover story), made this case last February in the prestigious journal Nature. In an
article titled "The Toxic Truth About Sugar," Lustig and two colleagues observed that sucrose and HFCS are
addictive in much the same way as cigarettes and alcohol, and that overconsumption of them is driving worldwide
epidemics of obesity and type 2 diabetes (the type associated with obesity). Sugar-related diseases are costing
America around $150 billion a year, the authors estimated, so federal health officials need to step up and consider
regulating the stuff.
The Sugar Association dusted off what has become its stock response: The Lustig paper, it said, "lacks the scientific
evidence or consensus" to support its claims, and its authors were irresponsible not to point out that the full body of
science "is inconclusive at best." This inconclusiveness, of course, is precisely what the Sugar Association has
worked so assiduously to maintain. "In confronting our critics," Tatem explained to his board of directors back in
1976, "we try never to lose sight of the fact that no confirmed scientific evidence links sugar to the death-dealing
diseases. This crucial point is the lifeblood of the association."
The Sugar Association's earliest incarnation dates back to 1943, when growers and refiners created the Sugar
Research Foundation to counter World War II sugar-rationing propaganda—"How Much Sugar Do You Need?
None!" declared one government pamphlet. In 1947, producers rechristened their group the Sugar Association and
launched a new PR division, Sugar Information Inc., which before long was touting sugar as a "sensible new
approach to weight control." In 1968, in the hope of enlisting foreign sugar companies to help defray costs, the
Sugar Association spun off its research division as the International Sugar Research Foundation. "Misconceptions
concerning the causes of tooth decay, diabetes, and heart problems exist on a worldwide basis," explained a 1969
ISRF recruiting brochure.
As early as 1962, internal Sugar Association memos had acknowledged the potential links between sugar and
chronic diseases, but at the time sugar executives had a more pressing problem: Weight-conscious Americans were
switching in droves to diet sodas—particularly Diet Rite and Tab—sweetened with cyclamate and saccharin. From
1963 through 1968, diet soda's share of the soft-drink market shot from 4 percent to 15 percent. "A dollar's worth
of sugar," ISRF vice president and research director John Hickson warned in an internal review, "could be replaced
with a dime's worth" of sugar alternatives. "If anyone can undersell you nine cents out of 10," Hickson told the New
York Times in 1969, "you'd better find some brickbat you can throw at him."
By then, the sugar industry had doled out more than $600,000 (about $4 million today) to study every conceivable
harmful effect of cyclamate sweeteners, which are still sold around the world under names like Sugar Twin and
Sucaryl. In 1969, the FDA banned cyclamates in the United States based on a study suggesting they could cause
bladder cancer in rats. Not long after, Hickson left the ISRF to work for the Cigar Research Council. He was
described in a confidential tobacco industry memo as a "supreme scientific politician who had been successful in
condemning cyclamates, on behalf of the [sugar industry], on somewhat shaky evidence." It later emerged that the
evidence suggesting that cyclamates caused cancer in rodents was not relevant to humans, but by then the case
was officially closed. In 1977, saccharin, too, was nearly banned on the basis of animal results that would turn out
to be meaningless in people.
Meanwhile, researchers had been reporting that blood lipids—cholesterol and triglycerides in particular—were a risk
factor in heart disease. Some people had high cholesterol but normal triglycerides, prompting health experts to
recommend that they avoid animal fats. Other people were deemed "carbohydrate sensitive," with normal
cholesterol but markedly increased triglyceride levels. In these individuals, even moderate sugar consumption could
cause a spike in triglycerides. John Yudkin, the United Kingdom's leading nutritionist, was making headlines with
claims that sugar, not fat, was the primary cause of heart disease.
In 1967, the Sugar Association's research division began considering "the rising tide of implications of sucrose in
atherosclerosis." Before long, according to a confidential 1970 review of industry-funded studies, the newly formed
ISRF was spending 10 percent of its research budget on the link between diet and heart disease. Hickson, the
ISRF's vice president, urged his member corporations to keep the results of the review under wraps. Of particular
concern was the work of a University of Pennsylvania researcher on "sucrose sensitivity," which sugar executives
feared was "likely to reveal evidence of harmful effects." One ISRF consultant recommended that sugar companies
get to the truth of the matter by sponsoring a full-on study. In what would become a pattern, the ISRF opted not to
follow his advice. Another ISRF-sponsored study, by biochemist Walter Pover of the University of Birmingham, in

England, had uncovered a possible mechanism to explain how sugar raises triglyceride levels. Pover believed he was
on the verge of demonstrating this mechanism "conclusively" and that 18 more weeks of work would nail it down.
But instead of providing the funds, the ISRF nixed the project, assessing its value as "nil."
The industry followed a similar strategy when it came to diabetes. By 1973, links between sugar, diabetes, and
heart disease were sufficiently troubling that Sen. George McGovern of South Dakota convened a hearing of his
Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs to address the issue. An international panel of experts—including
Yudkin and Walter Mertz, head of the Human Nutrition Institute at the Department of Agriculture—testified that
variations in sugar consumption were the best explanation for the differences in diabetes rates between
populations, and that research by the USDA and others supported the notion that eating too much sugar promotes
dramatic population-wide increases in the disease. One panelist, South African diabetes specialist George Campbell,
suggested that anything more than 70 pounds per person per year—about half of what is sold in America today—
would spark epidemics.
In the face of such hostile news from independent scientists, the ISRF hosted its own conference the following
March, focusing exclusively on the work of researchers who were skeptical of a sugar/diabetes connection. "All
those present agreed that a large amount of research is still necessary before a firm conclusion can be arrived at,"
according to a conference review published in a prominent diabetes journal. In 1975, the foundation reconvened in
Montreal to discuss research priorities with its consulting scientists. Sales were sinking, Tatem reminded the
gathered sugar execs, and a major factor was "the impact of consumer advocates who link sugar consumption with
certain diseases."
Following the Montreal conference, the ISRF disseminated a memo quoting Errol Marliss, a University of Toronto
diabetes specialist, recommending that the industry pursue "well-designed research programs" to establish sugar's
role in the course of diabetes and other diseases. "Such research programs might produce an answer that sucrose
is bad in certain individuals," he warned. But the studies "should be undertaken in a sufficiently comprehensive way
as to produce results. A gesture rather than full support is unlikely to produce the sought-after answers."
A gesture, however, is what the industry would offer. Rather than approve a serious investigation of the purported
links between sucrose and disease, American sugar companies quit supporting the ISRF's research projects.
Instead, via the Sugar Association proper, they would spend roughly $655,000 between 1975 and 1980 on 17
studies designed, as internal documents put it, "to maintain research as a main prop of the industry's defense."
Each proposal was vetted by a panel of industry-friendly scientists and a second committee staffed by
representatives from sugar companies and "contributing research members" such as Coca-Cola, Hershey's, General
Mills, and Nabisco. Most of the cash was awarded to researchers whose studies seemed explicitly designed to
exonerate sugar. One even proposed to explore whether sugar could be shown to boost serotonin levels in rats'
brains, and thus "prove of therapeutic value, as in the relief of depression," an internal document noted.
At best, the studies seemed a token effort. Harvard Medical School professor Ron Arky, for example, received
money from the Sugar Association to determine whether sucrose has a different effect on blood sugar and other
diabetes indicators if eaten alongside complex carbohydrates like pectin and psyllium. The project went nowhere,
Arky told us recently. But the Sugar Association "didn't care."
In short, rather than do definitive research to learn the truth about its product, good or bad, the association stuck
to a PR scheme designed to "establish with the broadest possible audience—virtually everyone is a consumer—the
safety of sugar as a food." One of its first acts was to establish a Food & Nutrition Advisory Council consisting of a
half-dozen physicians and two dentists willing to defend sugar's place in a healthy diet, and set aside roughly
$60,000 per year (more than $220,000 today) to cover its cost.
Working to the industry's recruiting advantage was the rising notion that cholesterol and dietary fat—especially
saturated fat—were the likely causes of heart disease. (Tatem even suggested, in a letter to the Times Magazine,
that some "sugar critics" were motivated merely by wanting "to keep the heat off saturated fats.") This was the
brainchild of nutritionist Ancel Keys, whose University of Minnesota laboratory had received financial support from
the sugar industry as early as 1944. From the 1950s through the 1980s, Keys remained the most outspoken

proponent of the fat hypothesis, often clashing publicly with Yudkin, the most vocal supporter of the sugar
hypothesis—the two men "shared a good deal of loathing," recalled one of Yudkin's colleagues.
So when the Sugar Association needed a heart disease expert for its Food & Nutrition Advisory Council, it
approached Francisco Grande, one of Keys' closest colleagues. Another panelist was University of Oregon
nutritionist William Connor, the leading purveyor of the notion that it is dietary cholesterol that causes heart
disease. As its top diabetes expert, the industry recruited Edwin Bierman of the University of Washington, who
believed that diabetics need not pay strict attention to their sugar intake so long as they maintained a healthy
weight by burning off the calories they consumed. Bierman also professed an apparently unconditional faith that it
was dietary fat (and being fat) that caused heart disease, with sugar having no meaningful effect.
It is hard to overestimate Bierman's role in shifting the diabetes conversation away from sugar. It was primarily
Bierman who convinced the American Diabetes Association to liberalize the amount of carbohydrates (including
sugar) it recommended in the diets of diabetics, and focus more on urging diabetics to lower their fat intake, since
diabetics are particularly likely to die from heart disease. Bierman also presented industry-funded studies when he
coauthored a section on potential causes for a National Commission on Diabetes report in 1976; the document
influences the federal diabetes research agenda to this day. Some researchers, he acknowledged, had "argued
eloquently" that consumption of refined carbohydrates (such as sugar) is a precipitating factor in diabetes. But then
Bierman cited five studies—two of them bankrolled by the ISRF—that were "inconsistent" with that hypothesis. "A
review of all available laboratory and epidemiologic evidence," he concluded, "suggests that the most important
dietary factor in increasing the risk of diabetes is total calorie intake, irrespective of source."
The point man on the industry's food and nutrition panel was Frederick Stare, founder and chairman of the
department of nutrition at the Harvard School of Public Health. Stare and his department had a long history of ties
to Big Sugar. An ISRF internal research review credited the sugar industry with funding some 30 papers in his
department from 1952 through 1956 alone. In 1960, the department broke ground on a new $5 million building
funded largely by private donations, including a $1 million gift from General Foods, the maker of Kool-Aid and Tang.
By the early 1970s, Stare ranked among the industry's most reliable advocates, testifying in Congress about the
wholesomeness of sugar even as his department kept raking in funding from sugar producers and food and
beverage giants such as Carnation, Coca-Cola, Gerber, Kellogg, and Oscar Mayer. His name also appears in tobacco
documents, which show that he procured industry funding for a study aimed at exonerating cigarettes as a cause of
heart disease.
The first act of the Food & Nutrition Advisory Council was to compile "Sugar in the Diet of Man," an 88-page white
paper edited by Stare and published in 1975 to "organize existing scientific facts concerning sugar." It was a
compilation of historical evidence and arguments that sugar companies could use to counter the claims of Yudkin,
Stare's Harvard colleague Jean Mayer, and other researchers whom Tatem called "enemies of sugar." The
document was sent to reporters—the Sugar Association circulated 25,000 copies—along with a press release
headlined "Scientists dispel sugar fears." The report neglected to mention that it was funded by the sugar industry,
but internal documents confirm that it was.
The Sugar Association also relied on Stare to take its message to the people: "Place Dr. Stare on the AM America
Show" and "Do a 3 ½ minute interview with Dr. Stare for 200 radio stations," note the association's meeting
minutes. Using Stare as a proxy, internal documents explained, would help the association "make friends with the
networks" and "keep the sugar industry in the background." By the time Stare's copious conflicts of interest were
finally revealed—in Professors on the Take, a 1976 exposé by the Center for Science in the Public Interest—Big
Sugar no longer needed his assistance. The industry could turn to an FDA document to continue where he'd left off.
While Stare and his colleagues had been drafting "Sugar in the Diet of Man," the FDA was launching its first review
of whether sugar was, in the official jargon, generally recognized as safe (GRAS), part of a series of food-additive
reviews the Nixon administration had requested of the agency. The FDA subcontracted the task to the Federation of
American Societies of Experimental Biology, which created an 11-member committee to vet hundreds of food
additives from acacia to zinc sulfate. While the mission of the GRAS committee was to conduct unbiased reviews of
the existing science for each additive, it was led by biochemist George W. Irving Jr., who had previously served two
years as chairman of the scientific advisory board of the International Sugar Research Foundation. Industry

documents show that another committee member, Samuel Fomon, had received sugar-industry funding for three of
the five years prior to the sugar review.
The FDA's instructions were clear: To label a substance as a potential health hazard, there had to be "credible
evidence of, or reasonable grounds to suspect, adverse biological effects"—which certainly existed for sugar at the
time. But the GRAS committee's review would depend heavily on "Sugar in the Diet of Man" and other work by its
authors. In the section on heart disease, committee members cited 14 studies whose results were "conflicting," but
6 of those bore industry fingerprints, including Francisco Grande's chapter from "Sugar in the Diet of Man" and 5
others that came from Grande's lab or were otherwise funded by the sugar industry.
The diabetes chapter of the review acknowledged studies suggesting that "long term consumption of sucrose can
result in a functional change in the capacity to metabolize carbohydrates and thus lead to diabetes mellitus," but it
went on to cite five reports contradicting that notion. All had industry ties, and three were authored by Ed Bierman,
including his chapter in "Sugar in the Diet of Man."
In January 1976, the GRAS committee published its preliminary conclusions, noting that while sugar probably
contributed to tooth decay, it was not a "hazard to the public." The draft review dismissed the diabetes link as
"circumstantial" and called the connection to cardiovascular disease "less than clear," with fat playing a greater role.
The only cautionary note, besides cavities, was that all bets were off if sugar consumption were to increase
significantly. The committee then thanked the Sugar Association for contributing "information and data." (Tatem
would later remark that while he was "proud of the credit line...we would probably be better off without it.")
The committee's perspective was shared by many researchers, but certainly not all. For a public hearing on the
draft review, scientists from the USDA's Carbohydrate Nutrition Laboratory submitted what they considered
"abundant evidence that sucrose is one of the dietary factors responsible for obesity, diabetes, and heart disease."
As they later explained in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, some portion of the public—perhaps 15 million
Americans at that time—clearly could not tolerate a diet rich in sugar and other carbohydrates. Sugar consumption,
they said, should come down by "a minimum of 60 percent," and the government should launch a national
campaign "to inform the populace of the hazards of excessive sugar consumption." But the committee stood by its
conclusions in the final version of its report presented to the FDA in October 1976.
For the sugar industry, the report was gospel. The findings "should be memorized" by the staff of every company
associated with the sugar industry, Tatem told his membership. "In the long run," he said, the document "cannot be
sidetracked, and you may be sure we will push its exposure to all corners of the country."
The association promptly produced an ad for newspapers and magazines exclaiming "Sugar is Safe!" It "does not
cause death-dealing diseases," the ad declared, and "there is no substantiated scientific evidence indicating that
sugar causes diabetes, heart disease or any other malady...The next time you hear a promoter attacking sugar,
beware the ripoff. Remember he can't substantiate his charges. Ask yourself what he's promoting or what he is
seeking to cover up. If you get a chance, ask him about the GRAS Review Report. Odds are you won't get an
answer. Nothing stings a nutritional liar like scientific facts."
The Sugar Association would soon get its chance to put the committee's sugar review to the test. In 1977,
McGovern's select committee—the one that had held the 1973 hearings on sugar and diabetes—blindsided the
industry with a report titled "Dietary Goals for the United States," recommending that Americans lower their sugar
intake by 40 percent (PDF). The association "hammered away" at the McGovern report using the GRAS review "as
our scientific Bible," Tatem told sugar executives.
McGovern held fast, but Big Sugar would prevail in the end. In 1980, when the USDA first published its own set of
dietary guidelines, it relied heavily on a review written for the American Society of Clinical Nutrition by none other
than Bierman, who used the GRAS committee's findings to bolster his own. "Contrary to widespread opinion, too
much sugar does not seem to cause diabetes," the USDA guidelines concluded. They went on to counsel that
people should "avoid too much sugar," without bothering to explain what that meant.
In 1982, the FDA once again took up the GRAS committee's conclusion that sugar was safe, proposing to make it
official. The announcement resulted in a swarm of public criticism, prompting the agency to reopen its case. Four

years later, an agency task force concluded, again leaning on industry-sponsored studies, that "there is no
conclusive evidence...that demonstrates a hazard to the general public when sugars are consumed at the levels that
are now current." (Walter Glinsmann, the task force's lead administrator, would later become a consultant to the
Corn Refiners Association, which represents producers of high-fructose corn syrup.)
The USDA, meanwhile, had updated its own dietary guidelines. With Fred Stare now on the advisory committee, the
1985 guidelines retained the previous edition's vague recommendation to "avoid too much" sugar but stated
unambiguously that "too much sugar in your diet does not cause diabetes." At the time, the USDA's own
Carbohydrate Nutrition Laboratory was still generating evidence to the contrary and supporting the notion that
"even low sucrose intake" might be contributing to heart disease in 10 percent of Americans.
By the early 1990s, the USDA's research into sugar's health effects had ceased, and the FDA's take on sugar had
become conventional wisdom, influencing a generation's worth of key publications on diet and health. Reports from
the surgeon general and the National Academy of Sciences repeated the mantra that the evidence linking sugar to
chronic disease was inconclusive, and then went on to equate "inconclusive" with "nonexistent." They also ignored
a crucial caveat: The FDA reviewers had deemed added sugars—those in excess of what occurs naturally in our
diets—safe at "current" 1986 consumption levels. But the FDA's consumption estimate was 43 percent lower than
that of its sister agency, the USDA. By 1999, the average American would be eating more than double the amount
the FDA had deemed safe-—although we have cut back by 13 percent since then.
Asked to comment on some of the documents described in this article, a Sugar Association spokeswoman
responded that they are "at this point historical in nature and do not necessarily reflect the current mission or
function" of the association. But it is clear enough that the industry still operates behind the scenes to make sure
regulators never officially set a limit on the amount of sugar Americans can safely consume. The authors of the
2010 USDA dietary guidelines, for instance, cited two scientific reviews as evidence that sugary drinks don't make
adults fat. The first was written by Sigrid Gibson, a nutrition consultant whose clients included the Sugar Bureau
(England's version of the Sugar Association) and the World Sugar Research Organization (formerly the ISRF). The
second review was authored by Carrie Ruxton, who served as research manager of the Sugar Bureau from 1995 to
2000.
The Sugar Association has also worked its connections to assure that the government panels making dietary
recommendations—the USDA's Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee, for instance—include researchers
sympathetic to its position. One internal newsletter boasted in 2003 that for the USDA panel, the association had
"worked diligently to achieve the nomination of another expert wholly through third-party endorsements."
In the few instances when governmental authorities have sought to reduce people's sugar consumption, the
industry has attacked openly. In 2003, after an expert panel convened by the World Health Organization
recommended that no more than 10 percent of all calories in people's diets should come from added sugars—nearly
40 percent less than the USDA's estimate for the average American—current Sugar Association president Andrew
Briscoe wrote the WHO's director general warning that the association would "exercise every avenue available to
expose the dubious nature" of the report and urge "congressional appropriators to challenge future funding" for the
WHO. Larry Craig (R-Idaho, sugar beets) and John Breaux (D-La., sugarcane), then co-chairs of the Senate
Sweetener Caucus, wrote a letter to Secretary of Health and Human Services Tommy Thompson, urging his
"prompt and favorable attention" to prevent the report from becoming official WHO policy. (Craig had received
more than $36,000 in sugar industry contributions in the previous election cycle.) Thompson's people responded
with a 28-page letter detailing "where the US Government's policy recommendations and interpretation of the
science differ" with the WHO report. Not surprisingly, the organization left its experts' recommendation on sugar
intake out of its official dietary strategy.
In recent years the scientific tide has begun to turn against sugar. Despite the industry's best efforts, researchers
and public health authorities have come to accept that the primary risk factor for both heart disease and type 2
diabetes is a condition called metabolic syndrome, which now affects more than 75 million Americans, according to
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Metabolic syndrome is characterized by a cluster of abnormalities—
some of which Yudkin and others associated with sugar almost 50 years ago—including weight gain, increased

insulin levels, and elevated triglycerides. It also has been linked to cancer and Alzheimer's disease. "Scientists have
now established causation," Lustig said recently. "Sugar causes metabolic syndrome."
Newer studies from the University of California-Davis have even reported that LDL cholesterol, the classic risk factor
for heart disease, can be raised significantly in just two weeks by drinking sugary beverages at a rate well within
the upper range of what Americans consume—four 12-ounce glasses a day of beverages like soda, Snapple, or Red
Bull. The result is a new wave of researchers coming out publicly against Big Sugar.
During the battle over the 2005 USDA guidelines, an internal Sugar Association newsletter described its strategy
toward anyone who had the temerity to link sugar consumption with chronic disease and premature death: "Any
disparagement of sugar," it read, "will be met with forceful, strategic public comments and the supporting science."
But since the latest science is anything but supportive of the industry, what happens next?
"At present," Lustig ventures, "they have absolutely no reason to alter any of their practices. The science is in—the
medical and economic problems with excessive sugar consumption are clear. But the industry is going to fight tooth
and nail to prevent that science from translating into public policy."
Like the tobacco industry before it, the sugar industry may be facing the inexorable exposure of its product as a
killer—science will ultimately settle the matter one way or the other—but as Big Tobacco learned a long time ago,
even the inexorable can be held up for a very long time.
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“Watch: The Disenfranchisment of Native Americans Continues Today”

A very good video about us…
Aren't we wonderful...
“Watch: The Disenfranchisment of Native Americans Continues Today” by Megan Carpentier, The Raw Story
Nov. 22, 2012, (http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2012/11/22/watch-the-disenfranchisment-of-native-americanscontinues-today/)
Though the story of the first American Thanksgiving in which the Pilgrims host a great banquet to thank Native
Americans who helped them survive the first winter, there is a darker history to the encounter.
The man behind that generosity, Tisquantum (Anglicized as Squanto), had been kidnapped by a British seafarer
named Thomas Hunt in 1614 while Hunt was serving under Captain John Smith (he of Jamestown and the story of
Pocahontas). Hunt sold Tisquantum — a Patuxet nation member, which was a part of the Wampanoag confederacy
— into slavery in Spain, from which he eventually escaped. Tisquantum then signed up as an interpreter for a
Newfoundland-bound ship, and made his way back to New England only to find that he was the sole survivor of a
smallpox epidemic that claimed every other Patuxet. He is nonetheless credited with teaching basic survival skills,
like planting and fishing, to the Pilgrims and helping them survive the harsh conditions, which was the reason for
the November 1621 feast Americans now celebrate as Thanksgiving.
Tisquantum died in 1622, of smallpox.
“Reclaiming Their Voices: The Native American Vote in New Mexico” is an award-winning documentary film by
Dorothy Fadiman that looks at the historical roots of the modern-day disenfranchisement of another Native people:
the Laguna Pueblo. In it, she traces the historical roots of their oppression at the hands of Spanish colonists and
their early efforts — led by Popé, depicted above — to overthrow their oppressors, as well as their modern-day fight
for the right to vote and the freedom to access the polls, which Native Americans are still often denied.
Watch it in its entirety, courtesy of Dorothy Fadiman and Concentric Media, below.

Video: http://vimeo.com/concentricmedia/reclaiming-their-voice.
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Cool Photos #13 (The Busiest Train Ever)
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Photo: The First Thanksgiving by J.L.G. Ferris

http://www.cibando.com/blog/2012/11/16/thanksgiving-la-festa-del-ringraziamento.html

—Friends of the Middle,
Steven W. Baker (SteveB), Editor/Moderator
You can subscribe to this free, no-obligation, daily Newsletter filled with lively, intelligent discussion centered on
politics and government, but ranging to anything members feel is important, interesting, or entertaining. To
subscribe, use the form on our website or blog, or simply reply to this email with “Yes” or “Start” in the Subject line,
then add our email address (below) to your Contacts or Safe list. To opt-out, reply with “No” or “Stop” in the
subject line.
Welcome to all our new members who may be here for the first time. We want to hear from YOU! To submit your
comment, you can use the form on our website or blog, or reply to this email with your two cents worth. Be sure to
sign with your desired user name.
Your email address will always be kept strictly confidential.
Feel free to forward this Newsletter to anyone you know on the Right or the Left, though your motives might be
different in each case. Regardless, PASS IT ON! Help keep your friends and acquaintances informed and thinking.
http://www.FriendsOfTheMiddle.org
FriendsOfTheMiddle@hotmail.com
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